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Abstract 
Based on the analysis of the negative torque of the common beam pumping unit resulting in lower system 
efficiency, energy consumption, load alternating amplitude, poor working conditions, the theory of 
pumping unit with positive torque is proposed, a dynamic model is established, a structure is invented, 
constant power of intelligent control technology and electrical-line monitoring evaluation technology are 
studied and positive torque constant power pumping system supporting technology is formed. What’s 
more, a prototype is developed and carried out for laboratory and field tests, developing the data of the 
positive torque and constant power in the field work. These tests prove the correctness of the theory and 
the feasibility of the technology. A number of indicators of the installed power, energy consumption size 
and weight have reduced over 30% compared with the original wells, obtaining good effect of a 
significant energy saving with positive pumping torque. 
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1. The analysis of the principle and impact of the common beam pumping unit 
The conventional beam pumping units occupy more than 70% of the oil wells in the world, because of 
the negative torque, there are still many problems such as low system efficiency, energy consumption, 
load alternating amplitude and poor working conditions. Aiming at these problems above, the following 
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are the theoretical breakthrough, methods of the structure, methods of testing and the innovation of the 
control technology.[1-3] 
1.1. Analysis of the reasons of negative torque existed in the common beam pumping units and the 
confirmation 
When the suspension point of the common beam pumping unit begins to move upward from the dead 
point, the liquid column load gradually puts the strength to the suspension point because of elastic 
deformation in the rod (Figure 1), so the theoretical indicator diagram is a parallelogram but not a 
rectangular. In the initial stroke segment, the pumping unit is in a condition of over balance because the 
balanced load is heavier than the suspension load. At this moment the balanced load works on the motor, 
the motor powers and the gearbox output shaft produces a negative torque; while in the next stroke 
segment, the liquid column load gradually unloads, the pumping unit is in a condition of less balance 
because the balanced load is lighter than the suspension load, at this moment the suspension load works 
on the motor, the motor powers and the gearbox output shaft also produces a negative torque (Figure 2). 
After years of the research and technology breakthrough, we have developed a testing method which 
can test the negative torque of the common beam pumping online. A negative torque curve is measured 
through the live measurement, and it is also found in the test among hundreds of oil wells in different 
regions and with different machine types that the negative torque exists in the common beam pumping 
unit and the negative torque peak is 1/4-1/2 of the positive torque peak (Figure 4). 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Measurement of torque curve in site;  Fig.5. The classification diagram of motor efficiency   
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2. The structural principle and dynamic model of the pumping unit with positive torque 
As existing in the common beam pumping units, negative torque results in large energy consumption 
and terrible working condition. Till now we have developed several pumping units with positive torque 
and we will analyze the principle of positive torque with an example of second balance pumping units 
with positive torque. 
2.1. Structural principle 
The secondary balance pumping units with positive torque drive the gearbox by motor as the power, 
the gearbox output shaft drives the first balanced block (Figure 6), at the same time, the output shaft 
drives the secondary balanced block by chain with twice the speed of the first balanced block, and the 
second balanced torque will compensate the negative torque after the first torque to decrease the peak. 
The peak of the compensated torque and power curve will turn smaller, negative will become positive 
(Figure 6), and the whole cycle will tend to be balanced. 
  
 
Fig.6. The torque curve diagram of positive torque pumping units with secondary balance; Fig.7. the illustration of structure and 
balance force analysis of second balance pumping unit 
2.2.  The dynamic model calculation  
A brief diagram of structures and balanced stress of the pumping units with secondary balance is 
shown in Figure 7. The torque M is the product of crank radius R and the tangential force T in the crank 
pin: 
 
φ2cosrWTRM d+=                                                        
The crank shaft torque M can be calculated by only knowing the tangential force T at the crank pin.P is 
rod load； CW ′  the balance weight converted to point of the crank pin： 
 
R
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Where： cbW , cW —are balance and crank weight respectively. 
The torque balance is applied to the centre O of crank shaft： 
 
αβφ sinsinsin PRPRRWTR C +=′+       
The first left side is defined as the net torque, the second is defined as balance torque, the two right 
sides of formula are defined as the well load torque, from the above equation, we can derive: 
 
φαβ sinsinsin CWPPT ′−+=  
After derivation: 
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After considering the secondary balance, the net torque is calculated as: 
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Where: M ′—the net torque after considering the secondary, N.m； 
dW —the secondary balance weight converted to point of the crank pin, N。 
3. Principles and conditions of constant power control 
3.1. Principles of constant power control 
Under the conditions of positive torque, the relation between motor power and gear box output shaft 
torque is calculated as:      
 
nCMN r ⋅=                                                                                                                                  (1) 
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Where： mNM .shaft,crank  of  torquethe— ； 
KWpower,motor —rN ； 
min/rshaft,crank  of speed rotating then— ； 
tcoefficien convention—C 。[3] 
From Eq.(1), we learn that-in the condition of constant transmission efficient, in order to ensure constant 
power rN , we need to adjust the rotating speed n according to the changing torque M . In order to achieve 
the target of the constant power, constant control cabinet that applies the changing intelligent control 
technology by the real-time monitoring of the output shaft torque to adjust the rotating speed of the motor 
is used。 
3.2.  Conditions of constant power control 
• Motor keeps the same rotation direction when driving the pumping unit,  which means the symbol is 
constantly positive. 
• That the gear box output shaft torque is positive at any point within the operation cycle is ensured 
(Figure 6). It is only positive torque pumping unit that has the possibility to achieve constant power 
control. 
4. Testing methods and evaluation of negative torque  
Due to the problem that we can not well evaluate the working conditions of motors and pumping units 
when the power and power current tested by clamp mutual inductance ammeter commonly used by the oil 
field are positive, we develop the on-line testing and evaluating system on the negative current and torque.   
4.1. The principle of testing  
We can calculate the negative current, torque and pumping unit efficiency by on-line testing the 
current, voltage, phage and supporting arguments on on-line evaluate motors, conditions and property of 
pumping units.  
 The relationship of active power and apparent power is: 
 
          
φφ coscos ⋅=⋅= UISP
 
Where： WP ，— power active ； WS ，— powerapparent ； 
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where： mNM .motor of  torquethe ，— ； motor. ofefficient  the—η  
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It can be concluded that the torque M is negative when the phase difference of port voltage and current 
is  higher than 90° (φ> 90°). The torque M can be calculated when U, I, η and n are measured. 
4.2.  The result of field test 
The negative current and negative torque are measured during field test on conventional beam 
pumping unit in hundreds of wells(figure4、5、8), the negative torque exists in all conventional pumping 
units, the peak of negative torque is 1/4-1/2 of positive torque. The constant power data is also measured 
in positive toque pumping units (figure８).The correctness of theory and the feasibility of technology is 
verified by the test results. 
  
  
Fig.8. The motor torque curve of eccentric positive torque pumping unit  
5. Laboratory and field tests[4-7]
5.1. Laboratory test 
Table.1. Test well parameters 
Well 
media 
Well depth stroke frequency
wellhead 
pressure 
balance 
weight 
flow 
Bootstrap
head 
test well 
parameters 
10#diesel 70m 2m 3 3.9MPa 740kg 7.9L/s 400m 
 
The positive torque pumping system of eccentric type 5 is tested indoor. With motor 3kw, plunger 
diameter φ70mm of self-sealing non-leakage plunger pump, theoretical displacement as 33m3/d, 
extracting oil is measured by the glass tube on the ground oil tank, bootstrap head was controlled through 
the wellhead pressure-control. Test well parameters are shown in table 1.  
From the measurement curve diagram of motor current, power (Figure 9), we notice that the current 
has been stable except the upper and lower dead points. Power keeps basically constant state and only 
fluctuates lightly in the vicinity of the 2kw. System efficiency was measured as 74.4%. 
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Fig.9. The curve diagram of actual measurement of eccentric positive torque pumping units' power and electric current 
5.2. Field test 
Field test of conventional beam and eccentric pumping unit with positive torque was conducted in 
Qing1-33 well. Working environment temperature of eccentric pumping unit 5 has been from -30  to ℃
+36  since it began work normally in July 2010℃ . Operating parameters are shown in Table 2. 
Table.2. Test comparison of oil well parameter with eccentric and beam pumping units in Qing 1-33 well 
models 
Well 
depth/ 
m 
Stroke/ 
m 
frequency 
1/min 
Sucker 
rod 
diameter 
/mm 
displacement
m3/d 
Pump 
diameter/
mm 
current 
max/min(A)
torque 
max/min
/KN.m 
motor 
/KW 
Power 
/KWh 
System 
efficiency/
% 
eccentric  
5 
795 2 3 19 6 44 4.8/3 25/7 3 1.9 24.3 
Beam 6 800 2.5 4 19 6 38 24/-6 65/-15 15 3.3 14 
 
The results of measurement show that the torque is always positive within the whole cycle (Figure 8). 
The main effects are listed as follows： 
• Minimum drive torque is increased to 7KN.m from -15KN.m in the conventional pumping units, 
minimum torque and maximum torque ratio reaches 58.3%;  
• All of the current is positive and reach to 3A from -6A of the conventional pumping unit, the motor 
has been in the state of doing positive work;  
• System efficiency reaches 42.4% from 14% of conventional beam pumping units, the rate of electricity 
saving reaches more than50%;  
• Installed power is deceased to 3KW from 15KW, most indexes are increased significantly. 
Laboratory and field tests proved that the theory is correct and the technical is feasible. 
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6. Conclusions 
•  Analysis and test confirmed that there exists negative torque in conventional pumping unit; 
•  Structure program of a positive torque pumping unit was proposed and a dynamic model was 
established; 
•  On-line test method of pumping unit’s torque and power is studied completely, and complete 
supporting technology is formed; 
•  Indoor and field tests prove that the theory is correct and the technical is feasible; 
• The effect of constant power and positive torque was received, the rate of electricity saving reaches 
more than 30% in the testing well, the current and torque of pumping unit were measured out on-line. 
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